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High-energy !wer-assisted imaging through vaporizing aerosols

A. Zardecki and S. A ‘W. Gerstl

Theoretical Division, Loa A1amca ?Jational Laboratory
Mail Stop K723, Los Alamoa, NM 87545

ABSTRACT
The degradation of image quality due to multiple scattering in a turbid medium is analyzed under various

conditions of dlutiatlon. The emphsais is cm the forward-peaked multiple scattering effects, which can adequately
be described by the small-angle approximation, In the caae of incoherent illumination, the modulation transfer
function (,MTF) can be given explicitly both in the low- and high-frequency limits. For scattering with smaller
degree of anisotropy, the MTF should be computed numerically by considering so!utions to the equation of radiative
transfer with a line or point source. As the beam power increases, the turbid r.iedium becomes modified by its
interactions with the beam, thus affecting the image resolution. In this nonlinear transport regime (flux levels of the
order of 106 W/cm2 and higher) the propagation leads actually to beam narrowing. In the context of the Imaging
problem, an apparent paradoxical cituaticn—’ rn which the image of a point source narrows down as the high-energy
laser (HEL) beam propagates-is discmaed.

1. IXTRODVCTION

[f a laser beam is used to illuminate an object, the radiation in the :inage plane is perturbed by an interposed
medium, e.g. haze, smoke, or water cloud, For linear turbid media, encountered in the propagation of solar radiation
and Iow-erwrgy laser beams, the degrad~tion of image quality can be analyzed within the framework of the small-

1-3 the dlflusiou approtiation,angle approximation, 4 or a rigorous two dimensional radiative transfer equations
These three approschea allow us to highlight different aapecta of the imaging problem when multiple scattering effects
are Important. g

Experimental evidence, aa shown by Kopeika7-9 and Kuga and Ishimaru, 2,3 indlcat~ that—in ad(iit ion tO

turbulence— the multiple scattering from discrete particlea seriously limits imege resolution. If parti :Irs arc larger
than or comparable to the wavelength of radiation, the uee of the small-angle approximation leads to extension of
earlier clrumc results to a wider claaa of flcll’ I satisfying a factorization condition, 10These are, in general, the partlaliy
(.oh~i~nt radiation fields, In tht incoherent Illumination limit, the MTF can be derived in a cloned form, provded
Ihe scattering phaae function is forward peaked, otherwise, with the aid of a solution to the equation of rdlatlve
transfer corresponding to an it+otr{,pi{,line acurce,the MTF is computed numerically,

Performance of tracking sys,ema haa explicitly been aaociated with the properties of target signaturw, 11 and
Ilrrplicltly \/ith the properties of the intervening medium, For HEL beama, the scattering and absorption cross
sect:ons of the medium vary with the vaiue of the radiation flux; the beam propagation becomes nonlinear, If the
Irradlancr dots not exceed a !IIJX density of 10°-lO@ W/cm,2 the power baa of the beam is controlled by tllr procms
l>f aerosol vaporlzatlort. The coupled aemaol-beam equations, in which the dominant mteractlons are dIffusIvP mm
Iransport a~~d conductive energy tranaport, are solved numerically to obtain the spatlo-temporal beha l~)r ,)f thp
prnpagat]ng hcam and irradiated a,etoaola, The spatlai broadening of a iocaiized iaaer disturbance aiiows IIS 10 study
IIIP noniln-ar rmponrn function of the irradi~trd medium when the Information IS transmitted from the t>bjl’ct to the
Irnnge plane in the frequency domain, P q~~antlty anaiogous to the MI’F is obtained. interfwtlngly, III III(’ I}rlllt II(

I!tlrar Int?ractlons the MTF of the 111,’oh?rent Iiiumlnation la recnvereti. Th? point spread function ~h,)w~ Ims at),i
IPW l)rnntl~nlng M tile l~r ener~ lncre~, the pr~c~ we term HE L-aaslsted lma~ng If aerosoi cIOII(I ~l~~nrlrlg
l~rcllrs, w+sentlaliy no spatial fr~quenciea are !oat in the Image piane.
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2. CONDITIONS OF ILLUMINATION

Let a beam of light propagate along the positive direction of the z-axis, with the space between the object plane
and the image plane filled by a turbid medium. To specify the Iocatmn in the plane s = const, we twe together
with -/ariab]ea pl and ~ the central pe = (PI + ~)/2 and difference pd = pt - ~ variablea. If U(P,:) is a complex
function representing the disturbance of an electromagnetic field in the scalar approximation and 1(P, z, d) denotes
the radiance distribution function, then the mutual coherence function r(pl ,PZ, z) =< U(PI, X)U”(PZ,s) > is related
to I bylz

where k is the wave number of radiation.

Equation (1) impli~ that the incoherent mutual coherence function r(pl, P2, z) = (4r2/k2 )1(PI, :)A(PI - p2)
corresponds to the isotropic radiance 1(P, z, d) = I(pc, z). On the other hand, the Gauaaian distribution function

in the plane z = J, corresponds to the coherent illumination; the mutual coherent function r(pl, 42) f=torlz- I( we

identify y with k/P.
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3. MTF FOR THE LfNEAR MEDIUM

\Vhen particle size is much greater than a wavelength, the wave scattered by particle is largely confined within
msmall angle In the forward direction, resulting in the simplification of the propagation laws for the rwilance and..
mutual coherence funrtlon We asa’!me the homogenrmus medium to be specified by the volume
,,catterlng rcwf?iclents, al anti a,, and the single scattering phtue function, taken for convenience!~
function with the pa ~meter o:

l’ll,i,,r rhe ~ma]l ang{~approx]matlon, the propagation law for the mutual coherence function, cornl>lnl’tl WI! h

lr)rl,jltlorl {1( Isoplanatism, leads to the M’~F of the term

(:{)

thi$

(1)

I ho



When the scattering becomes isotropic, the forward scattering approximation breaks down, and one is forced
to seek numerical solutions to the imaging problem. This haa been done in the past both by applying the rigorous
equation of transfer (only ‘2-Da]gorlthma are of practical value) and by employ]ng the diffusion approximation. Figure
2 shows the MTF computed with the aid of the TWOTRAPJ transport code, s in which the radiation from a line
source propagates throu,~h a nearly isotropic medium, with the asymmetry factor (average cosine of the scattering
angle) g = 0.1. In this regime, especially for +’ <0.8, the radiative transport approach seems to be the only feasible
tcml o{ computing the .MTF.

4. IMAGING THROUGH THE NONLINEAR MEDIUM

The time-dependent radiative transfer equation, written in the small-angle approximation, has the forI.1

/
(;+@; +ut)I(P! :!#it’) = ff, P(d - dol(p,z,f$’,od’f$’. (5)

[n Eq. (5), t’ = t – z/c is the retarded time; the properties of the medium will, in general, be dependent on space
and time.

GAUSSI.AN PULSE
F = 2.00HM Wcm-2

‘~ 1.00E–04 sectp
z= Om

Flgur* d lunctI(IIIal shape of the I&r pulse in the Input plnne, J = I). ‘1’lw
Intbprndent v~riat)ltw are time t and radial dlstancc r from th~ beam ~xls; the
Ifitter ‘1 denotwl () In the text Peak power F,W,4X = 2X 104 \V/cm2
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I(p,.z = 0,(), t) = l~(p, ($)z-(t),

where the prime over t n= been dropped. The small-angle approximation

is obtained by successively applying the formula

irradiance

F(p, z + A, r) =
1

/
~ezp[-ul(z, r)A] C(P - p’, ;, r)~(p’, x, r)cf2p’
(27)

Here A is a propagation distance satisfying the condition u,.A <1, and the propagation kernel

1 [~-’ezp(-p’/K) + ,?#AL-’ezp(-p2/.L)];G(p, z,~) = ~

(6)

(7)

(8)

C is iefined as

(9)

the parameters K and L are expressed in terms of a, the inverse angular spread of the phase function, and 3, the
inverse angular spread of the beam, 14 aa

K(z) = 2zA/b2, (lo)

L(z) = 2ZA/L3z -t Az}az. (11)

In actual computations, the algorithm is further improved if we letthe /alues of C,, at, and Q be induced by

the spatial beam profile. We note that Eqs, ( 10) and (11) simplify in the limit of a collimated beam, when ,0 + co.
In the remaining part of this section, we sketch the derivation of the response to a spatially nartow collimated beam,
wuming the limiting case of constant medium parameters. This assumption will be va}id only when the incident
be m is of sufl?ciently low flux, ie. when the propagation is linear.

The irradiance distribution function in the input (object) plane corresponding to the radiance lrI given by Eq. (2)
is

f(p, t) = T(t)$eq7(-72p2). (12)

\Ve now divide the scatte~ing medium into irrfiniteaimal slabs, each of width A(’), k = 1,2,. ... at :k, and apply
successively Eq. (8) to propagate radiation over the extent of each slab. For homogeneous medium, A in Eq ( 10)
may be replaced by z, !eading tG

where

7k2 =
7’

Cy-
(11)

[n the (spatial) frequency domain, the Fourier transform theorem yields

(15)

\Vh~rr the expression in square brackets in Eq, ( 15) is replaced by an txporrentiai, and the sunlmatl(m IS l(,il~~rtf{
to Integration, we obtain

l(f)
,2

= T(t)ezp(-@tf(j’), (If;)
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GAUSSINJPULSE
F = 2.00E04W’cm-p
t~~ 1.00E–04sec
z“= 2 m

2.(-J

Figure 4. Functional shape of the pulse shown in Fig. 3 at a distance z = 2 m

5.NUMERICAL RESLTLTS

To illustate ihe foregoing considerations, we choose the medium in the form ofs 3 m wide slab, initially filled
with a monodisperse collection of 10 pm radius water droplets, The concentration of the droplets no = 375x lC?
cm-~ corresponds to the ootical depth r = 8.25 at the Iaaer wavelength J =3.8 pm. The Iaaer beam havi,lg the
Initial spot size of 0,2 cm propagatea in the form of a pulse of O.1 msec duration. The two flux levels we consl(ier
are Fl = 2.0.<104 W/cmz and Fz = 2,0x 106 W/cma; both valuea define the peak flux at the center of the plllse
\Vhlle the former value deflnea the linear regime, the latter one leads to nonlinear propagation efiects irrduccd by the
~,apori?atlon (If watrr droplets, In Figs, 3 and 4, we show the spati~tempolal shape of the pulse for z = (1 (Illpllt
pl,alle) ilrld z = 2 rn. It is seen that, in addition to the pulse attenuation, there is a spatial broaden ]llg pro(luc~,]
hy the mu!tl~)le scattering, TO gain a bett.’ Inelght into the physics in-(olved here, we show in Fig, 5 the {lo-axis
ptllse attenuatlorr M a function of time and propagation distance, The correspo~4ing change in the dropl(’t rwlllis
is {leplct~d In k’ig, 6 Figure 7 s}iows the Fourier transfrm of the spatial pulse shape, termed “modulation transfrr
function,” for Ifermt path kngths, We streaa that, due to the nonlinear nature of th~ propngatlou ~~r{,r{’ss,Iht~
rmerrd]lar~t.e t!) the \l’r F of linear optics is only formal, ‘Ihe results of Fig, 7 sh~uld be compartd to thfwr ,~f 11~ S,

III which tlw JITF is computed directly from Fq 4 of S/c, 3
I’he results of compl]tatlon In the nonlinear regime are ,iepic~-d In Figs, {I-12, ,\s IS evident fmtll I’IKS II 11111

II) 111 t}le proc-s~ of I)rnpngatloll the pI1]Se s11fler3 ~patla! nar~owlng, accompanied hy the pllnch t)lrnllg)l ~,tr},ct, III

,lpt~arr~flt ~1,.,latlon (If the [her- Lntnbprt !aw Figure 1! , wl,lth ●,l}t)ws the droplet radius tM a furictl(lrl !,( tIIIIII 111,1

I,,llgltu({lrlnl ,lIStIII~fF, t.xplalns t}ie etfwt In t~rm,q of iiil$ :irop)ol, i:;;,? tization 14 The nonllnrar tl’1’F, YII{I\tII III 1 IK

l?, Illllsfr;l(rs I n,~w r’lT*ct that w~ term llE[,.,m~Ist. PI{,Ii Iag’ng ‘l”l@ ~patlr.1 frw~ll~ncy rol19 (11~at Inllrll I \rr,,r LIIIII, *



Figure 5, Space-time dependence of beam irradiance on axis for FMAX = 2x 104
W/cm2. The propagation is controlled by the Beer -Lambert law and multiple scat-
tering.

s compared to the linear regime; this implies that the filtering effect of the medium tends to be quenched. i3ecause
the width of the incident beam decreases u the pulse propagate, the MTF becomes wideat for largest pat,h lengths,
‘Ibis type of a para40x does not take place when the propagation is linear.
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Figure 6. Space-time dependence of the droplet radius
W/cm2.

On uis for F,wAx = 2X 104

60 CONCLUSIONS

\\re have analyzed the effects of Iaaer beam propagation on imaging in the caaea of linear and nonlinear radiative
transfer, For low-energy bearrra, when the propagation is linear and the scattering is forward-peaked, the \lTF of
the particulate medium has a simple semi-analytic form. As the energy of the beam increases, a host of nonlinear

~’ffccts can accompan;l the propagation process; the focus in this paper haa been on the effect of vaporization. “rhe
uonlinrar YITF doea aot act as a cutoff filter-the width in the spatial frequency domain far excm-ds the width
l~f the linear Y4TF. [n addition, by the very nature of nonlinear propagation, the widest MTF corresponds to the
largest propagation distance, if the high energy beam is used for imaging, The low-energy probe beam, on the other
hand, would propagate through a teneous aerosol cloud, thus experiencing enhanced broadening as the path lf~ngtll

,tlcrP*9es.
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Figure 7 \lTF computed from the propagation code for dlfferer~t path lengths; the
Ilnear pIIlse propagation, F,tf~X = ‘2x104 W/cm~.
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GAUSSIANPULSE
F ==2,00E06 Wcm-2
t~~ 1.00E–04 sec

Figure 10 Space-time dependence of beam irradiance on axis for FMAX = 2x 106
\V/cmz, The propagation is controlled by the punch through effect,
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